Methylphenidate has Differential Effects on Numerical Abilities in ADHD Children with and without Co-Morbid Mathematical Difficulties
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Abstract: Objective. To investigate effects of methylphenidate (MPH) on numerical performance in children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) with and without concurrent math difficulties. Method. Data were analyzed from three groups of children with ADHD, who varied in arithmetic abilities. Groups were matched for IQ and reading abilities and classification was based on ICD-10 criteria, using scores on a standardized arithmetic achievement test. Thus, we identified one group with severe difficulties in arithmetic (ADHD+Developmental Dyscalculia; DD), second group with more general and less severe difficulties in arithmetic (ADHD+Mathematical Disabilities; MD), and a third group with good arithmetic abilities (ADHD). All children completed a 10-minute arithmetic task involving subtraction problems, during an acute, randomized, placebo-controlled cross-over trial with three dose levels of methylphenidate (10mg, 15mg, 20mg). Results. (1) Both ADHD+MD and ADHD+DD were impaired in using strategies that implicate working memory (i.e., borrowing). However, only the ADHD+DD were impaired in using implicit knowledge of quantities (i.e., doing simple subtractions). (2) MPH improved all children’s performance of arithmetic procedures (borrowing) that involves working memory, but had no effect on basic numerical skills that involves understanding of quantities. Conclusions. We show clear dissociation of MPH functions: it improves working memory functions but does not improve specific cognitive functions such as quantity manipulation. Moreover, MPH shows decreased efficacy for arithmetic performance in ADHD+DD, highlighting the need for additional intervention in this subgroup.
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INTRODUCTION

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD, affecting 4% to 10% of school age children [1], is associated with substantial academic underachievement in mathematics and reading [2]. For example, recent estimates suggest that 25% of children with ADHD have comorbid disorder of mathematics [3]. However, in contrast to co-occurring reading difficulties, mathematical difficulties in ADHD have received scant attention from either clinicians or researchers, despite its functional significance. For example, quantitative literacy is a strong predictor of attaining full-time employment [4] that is a major problem among adults with ADHD [5].

Existing studies indicate that children with ADHD exhibit problems in completing arithmetic calculations quickly and accurately [6-8] and that these problems may persist into adulthood [5]. The rates of co-occurrence of mathematical difficulties and ADHD are greater than in the general population [9], but the underlying mechanisms for the overlap are unknown. Some researchers attribute the significant mathematical delays in children with ADHD to attentional, working memory and executive functions impairments needed for calculations [10]. Specifically, in numerical computations every small detail, such as the position of the digit or differences in operational signs is relevant for doing well on tasks. For example, Geary (1993) claimed that forgetting to borrow or borrowing indirectly in a subtraction problem, is mediated by poor attentional and active working memory skills. Such general cognitive impairments (i.e., not specific to mathematics) are considered to be integral features of the ADHD syndrome [11,12] and hence, may cause mathematical difficulties in some of these children [7,13]. It is also possible, however, that subgroups of children with ADHD may exhibit different underlying mechanisms, including specific deficits in basic numerical processing (e.g., the ability to understand and manipulate quantity), as manifest in children with developmental dyscalculia (DD) [14,15]. Specifically, animals and humans appear to have an innate core number system that is rooted in evolution and permits mental representation of quantities or magnitudes [16,17]. Core numerical abilities are still discernible in older children and adults and form the building blocks for the development of new cognitive skills such as formal and higher mathematical abilities. Dehaene [18], for example, suggested that arithmetic facts like those generated by division or subtraction involve manipulation of quantities (i.e., core system of numbers, e.g., 19). It is reasonable to assume that there are ADHD children whose difficulties arise from deficits in processing quantities as well as executive dysfunctions.

Given the high rates of co-morbidity between mathematical disabilities and ADHD [3] and the widespread use of stimulants as one mainstay treatment for ADHD [20], controlled investigation of the effect of stimulant medications on mathematics is important both clinically and theoretically. Growing evidence indicates that at least some aspects of mathematical performance are responsive to stimulant treatment (e.g., 7, 21,22). However, longer-term effects of stimulant treatment on academic achievement in mathematics re-
main equivocal [23,24]. Moreover, one recent study reported that stimulant medication had decreased efficacy in treating children with ADHD plus comorbid learning disorders in mathematics [25]. The clinical implications of that study remain unclear, because only one dose level of MPH was used to ascertain treatment efficacy and the clinical consensus determination of response was based on information aggregated across different domains of functioning (behavioral, cognitive, arithmetic performance). Thus, it is unknown whether the decreased efficacy of MPH for this subgroup of children occurred across all outcome measures or was attributable primarily to lack of effect in one domain (e.g., arithmetic performance).

Furthermore, MPH is known to enhance general cognitive functions such as attention [26], spatial attention [27], spatial memory [28], motivation [29], effortful processing [29,30] and effortful semantic processing [31]. All of which are associated with pre-frontal activation. And indeed, it has been shown that MPH may improve weaknesses in catecholamine signaling in the prefrontal cortex of ADHD participants (for review see 32). By contrast, MPH appears to have little or no influence on basic cognitive functions such as phonological processing or simple storage of auditory-verbal information [26]. Moreover, MPH does not seem to modify Parietal activation [32], that is assumed to be involved with quantity processing [33,34].

Hence, the purpose of the study was to investigate the efficacy of MPH on different aspects of arithmetic performance in children with ADHD with or without a concomitant learning disorder in mathematics. Prior to outlining our hypotheses, we first highlight important taxonomies for mathematical difficulties, as well as pivotal advances in the neuroscience and development of numeracy that guided our hypotheses and methodology.

Impairments in Mathematics

The term ‘Developmental Dyscalculia’ (DD) is often used synonymously with the psychiatric terminology of ‘Mathematics Disorder’ (DSM IV) and ‘Specific Disorder of Arithmetic Skills’ (ICD-10), but it differs conceptually from the psychiatric constructs in several ways. First, DD is more closely aligned with the ICD-10 concept of a Specific Disorder in Arithmetic in that it locates the learning problems to the domain of arithmetic and requires reading and spelling skills to be within normal range. Second, most recently DD is understood to reflect a specific disability in basic numerical processing, such as automatic or implicit processing (or understanding) of quantities or numbers [14,35]. Thus, a diagnosis of DD would likely apply to only a subset of individuals with a diagnosis of Mathematics Disorder or Specific Disorder of Arithmetic Skills, since the latter two categories would also include individuals with problems in arithmetic procedures (e.g., borrowing). Thus, in the current study, we distinguish co-morbid DD from more general problems in arithmetic that frequently accompany ADHD.

Neuroscience and Development of Numeracy Skills

It has been shown that humans have at least two distinct means of representing and processing numerical information, which involve different neural networks [36,37]. One involves the left inferior frontal lobe and bilateral Angular gyri, which are associated with linguistic representation (e.g., numerical symbols), are activated during exact calculation, and serve a more supportive role in the management of successive arithmetic operations in working memory and in rote verbal memory. Another involves a specific part of the parietal brain region (horizontal intraparietal sulcus) that plays a central role in basic representation of numerical quantity, which is amodal and language-independent (e.g., 33,34). Notably, children with DD, who exhibit problems with basic processing of quantity, have been found to have anatomical and functional abnormalities in the intraparietal sulcus [38-40].

Moreover, it has been shown that simple subtraction involves manipulation of quantities and hence, activates a distinct neural network that includes the Intraparietal Sulcus (area that is known to be involved with mental basic processing of quantities, e.g., 19,41, 42).

The documentation of distinct neural substrates for different aspects of number processing suggests that perturbations in one or more networks may give rise to different profiles of arithmetic impairments. Moreover, if psychotropic medication differentially influences various brain circuits or regions, it may selectively improve performance on some but not all aspects of arithmetic performance.

Rationale, Objectives and Hypotheses of Present Study

The objective of this study was to investigate effects of stimulant medication on arithmetic performance in children with ADHD. We identified three groups of children with ADHD from an existing large data base: one group with DD (ADHD+DD), a group with more general and less severe difficulties in arithmetic (ADHD+MD), and a group with good arithmetic abilities (ADHD).

We predicted [1] that arithmetic difficulties in children with ADHD+MD might arise primarily from deficits associated with general cognitive deficits (e.g., in executive function and working memory), whereas ADHD+DD might also exhibit specific deficits in understanding quantities, a deficit known to be associated with DD. [2] Given the fact that MPH is known to enhance general but not specific cognitive functions, we predicted that MPH would enhance performance on arithmetic problems dependent upon working memory (borrowing, involving activation in the Prefrontal areas, e.g., 43), but would not influence performance on simple subtraction problems that involve specific understanding of quantity (involving activation in the Parietal lobe, e.g., 18).

METHOD

Recruited Sample and Selected Participants

We analyzed data from 18 children who were selected from a large database of children (n=170), all of whom had a confirmed DSM-IV diagnosis of ADHD and had completed the same research protocol in an acute randomized placebo-controlled cross-over trial of MPH (as described below). All had been referred for the stimulant trial by the clinical neuropsychiatry team in a large metropolitan pediatric health sciences centre. All children had a full-scale intelligence quotient (IQ) of at least 82, and none had current evidence or history of neurological dysfunction, poor physical health, uncorrected sensory impairments or a history or psychosis.
For the present study, children were also required to have at least average reading scores. A total of 16 children were excluded because they scored below the 19th percentile (standard score of 87 – low average) on the Reading Subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test – Third Edition (“WRAT3”: 44) and 3 additional were excluded because of low IQ.

All participants had received the same clinical diagnostic assessment, which used DSM-IV criteria, and received a confirmed diagnosis of ADHD [45]. Details of the clinical assessment procedure have been described previously (e.g., 46). Briefly, children were included in the study if they met DSM-IV criteria for ADHD based on information obtained using a semi-structured interview for parents (“PICS-IV”: 47), with supportive evidence from parent and teachers versions of standardized behavior rating scales. Also, the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Third Edition (“WISC-III”: 48) and the Wide Range Achievement Test (“WRAT3”: 44) were administered during the initial assessment session. Diagnoses were based on a research algorithm and were also consistent with clinical consensus diagnosis. All children were free of medication for a minimum of 24 hrs before diagnostic assessment and participation in the medication trial.

Classification of Arithmetic Subgroups

We excluded 53 additional children who had completed the two lowest level math worksheets, because those sheets did not include any problems involving multi-digit subtraction as required for the present study (see description below under section titled: “Math task”), leaving a potential pool of 98 participants from the original 170 for inclusion in the present study. The 18 participants in the current study were selected from the subset of 98, on the basis of their arithmetic and reading performance profiles on the WRAT3 and classified into one of three groups. (1) ADHD group; (2) Co-morbid ADHD+Mathematical Difficulties (ADHD+MD) group; and (3) Co-morbid ADHD+Developmental Dyscalculia (ADHD+DD) group. The demographic and clinical features are summarized in Table 1.

**Inclusion Criteria for the ADHD+DD Group**

Diagnosis of DD is generally determined psychometrically on the basis of low scores on individually administered standardized tests of arithmetic achievement, but there is no consensus as to the threshold score to be used in decision making. Guided by the work of Shalev and colleagues [49], we used a stringent criterion for DD by only including children whose scores were below the 8th percentile (a standard score of 79 – borderline) on the WRAT3 Arithmetic calculation subtest (which includes counting, reading number symbols, solving oral problems, and doing written computations). The WRAT arithmetic is very diverse in its mathematical requirements but involves mainly the use of quantity knowledge (e.g., deciding which number is larger, simple subtractions and divisions). Hence, we assumed that children with deficits in processing quantities will have very low score due to problems in most of the items. A total of 6 children out of the original sample of 170 (3.5%) met these criteria for ADHD+DD.

**Inclusion Criteria for the ADHD+ Math Difficulties Group (ADHD+MD)**

This group included children whose scores fell below the 23rd percentile but above the 8th percentile (i.e., standard score between 80 and 89) on the WRAT3 Arithmetic calculation subtest. A total of 9 children (9.1%) of the sample of participants met these criteria for ADHD+MD and from these we selected six to yield the best match with children with the ADHD+DD group in terms of age, reading and IQ scores, gender, and subtype.

**Inclusion Criteria for ADHD Group**

This group included a total of 83 children whose scores on the WRAT3-Arithmetic subtest were above the 25th percentile (a standard score of 90 or more; at least in the average range for arithmetic computation). We selected 6 children best matched to those in the other two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Sample Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Scale IQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAT3:Arithmetic$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRAT3:Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD subtype$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inattentive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Number of participants meeting DSM-IV criteria for the specified ADHD subtype.

$^b$Significant difference between groups; (F(2,4)=9.964, p<0.03.
Math Task

Graded Worksheets

Math computation worksheets appropriate for children in grades one to six had been developed specifically for use in our acute randomized placebo-controlled within-subject medication trials (e.g., 7), based on work by Douglas and colleagues [21]. We had developed a screening form for each grade level (for subtraction) and five equivalent worksheets for use in the acute medication trial (one baseline day, three drug trial days and one placebo day). Order and type of problems (i.e., large vs. small numbers and signs) were kept constant throughout the 5 equivalent forms. Each math worksheet level was approximated to school grade level work and contained subtraction questions (ranging from 30% to 50% of computational items), with levels five and six including multiplication items as well.

The math worksheets were constructed so that the level of difficulty was increased across grade level by expanding the number of digits in each question and/or increasing the procedural demands (i.e., frequent borrowing). Items were organized in a manner that required the child to shift arithmetic operations (e.g., subtraction) within each row of five or six items. Also, components of the problems were repeated within worksheet (e.g., 7-5 occurs as 17-5).

The primary dependent measure for the subtraction problems was accuracy, which was broadly defined as the number of correct items divided by the total number of prespecified items that were attempted in 10 minutes. Based on the classification system of Rasanen and Ahonen [50] we pre-selected problems on the worksheets that involved 2 types of subtraction skills (see Fig. 1). Specifically, we distinguished between items involving simple subtraction items (subtracting smaller from larger number) from those requiring the procedure of ‘borrowing’ (subtracting larger from smaller number).

Borrowing: General Cognitive

Borrowing errors in the following cases:
4-1 and 2-1 in the following problem:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
45 \\
-19 \\
34
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
128 \\
-19 \\
119
\end{array}
\]

Simple subtraction: Basic Cognitive

9-5 and 2-1 in the following problem:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
29 \\
-15 \\
13
\end{array}
\]

Fig. (1). Example of items requiring general cognitive functions: borrowing (i.e., subtracting larger numbers from smaller numbers, and remembering that quantities have been borrowed). Example for items requiring basic cognitive functions: simple subtraction facts.

It should be noted that this math sheets are very much different from the arithmetic tests in WRAT 3 were only 2 subtractions that include both borrowing and simple subtraction are introduced to children no matter what their math level is (i.e., 46-29 and 401-74).

Drug Protocol

Children were tested individually in a simulated classroom laboratory during a five-day randomized double-blind placebo controlled trial of methylphenidate (MPH). Testing occurred over a period of five consecutive days, Monday through Friday, for approximately three hours per session. In each session, participants completed the math task and other cognitive measures (not reported here). After baseline measures were obtained on the first day (“practice day”), each child received placebo and each of three doses (10mg, 15mg and 20mg). All children weighed at least 25 kg. For the specific group of participants in the current study, this translated to the following mean mg/kg for each of the MPHdose levels: low 0.27(0.01), medium 0.42(0.09) and high 0.58(0.12). Fixed doses of MPH were used because there is no clear evidence that response to medication is dependent on body weight.

Master randomization tables were prepared by the research support pharmacist at the hospital using simple randomization with restrictions (high dose not to be given on the first possible drug day or immediately following placebo; no directly ascending or descending dose order). From 24 possible orders, these restrictions left 11 possible orders. Therefore a balanced block 22 (2 of each of the 11 possibilities) design was used. Two separate tables were prepared, one for the younger children (6 to 8 years) and one for the older children (9 to 12 years). Doses were administered in a counter-balanced order so that approximately equal numbers of children received each of the possible drug condition orders. Thus, approximately equal number of children in the 3 groups received placebo on day 2, 3, 4 and 5, permitting a post-hoc group comparison on placebo (non-medicated state) to validate our group classification system. The examiner, psychiatrist, child, and child’s family were not informed about the child’s randomization order or daily medication status until trial completion. Placebo and active medication was prepared by the hospital pharmacist, powdered and packaged in an opaque gelatin capsule to prevent identification of contents by color, taste or volume. Each child’s medication was placed in an individually named and dated (i.e., Day 2, Day 3, Day 4 or Day 5) envelope to ensure accurate administration.

It should be noted that, Swanson and Volkow [51] have carried out a series of functional neuroimaging studies, using PET and radiolabeled methylphenidate in both humans and primates, to study the pharmacokinetic properties of intravenous and oral methylphenidate and levels of dopamine transporter (DAT) blockade. These studies demonstrated that. After oral doses of MPH, peak brain levels occur between 1 and 2 hours after dosing, which is about the same time as the peak pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic (behavioural) effects of clinical doses.

Procedure

The mathematics task was presented approximately 1.5 hours after ingesting the capsule containing MPH or placebo:
that is, during the peak period of activation for MPH. Each child was tested individually and provided with a math computation worksheet and a pencil with an eraser on each day of the medication trial. Children were instructed to work independently on the worksheet for a total of 10 minutes. The examiner sat approximately three feet away from the participant at a separate table to encourage independent effort by the child and to allow for observations of the child’s behavior and possible side-effect of medication (no child completed the worksheet in the allotted time period). At the end of the 10-minute period, the tester circled the last problem completed by the child.

Statistical Analysis

To determine the effects of MPH on arithmetic performance, we conducted multivariate analysis of variance for repeated measures for children’s subtraction scores. Subtraction analyses were based on a 3x2x4 factorial design, with Group (3 levels) as the between-subjects variable, and type of item (borrowing vs. simple subtraction) and dose (4 levels) as within subjects repeated measures.

To examine the utility of our initial group classification procedure, which was based simply on arithmetic achievement scores, we conducted a post-hoc group comparison of children’s arithmetic performance in the placebo (non-medication) condition, since the baseline assessment procedure did not provide adequate data on unassisted performance. Subtraction skills were assessed in a 3 (group)x2 (item type) analysis of variance for repeated measures.

RESULTS

MPH Effects Subtraction

Two main effects (Group, Dose) were significant. Correct responses were higher in the ADHD group (mean correct responses were 0.99, 0.934 and 0.779 for the ADHD, ADHD+MD and ADHD+DD respectively) \(F(2, 15)=232.09, p<0.0001\), and High levels of MPH respectively) \(F(3, 45)=13.89, p<0.0001\); partial \(\eta^2=0.881\). Of note for our hypotheses, the triple interaction between Group, Level of MPH and Type of item was also significant \(F(6, 45)=3.42, p=0.0072\); partial \(\eta^2=0.819\) and is presented in Fig. (2). Separate analyses conducted for each group separately, revealed a significant interaction between Type of item and Dose Level for the ADHD+MD and ADHD+DD groups, but not for the ADHD group \(F(3, 15)=4.065, p=0.026; F(3, 15)=5.9, p<0.0072\) respectively. In both the ADHD+MD and ADHD+DD groups, MPH influenced performance, but only on the Borrowing items (i.e., general cognitive function) [ADHD+MD: \(F(3, 15)=8.23, p<0.001\); ADHD+DD: \(F(3, 15)=10.4, p<0.001\)]. Specifically, in each one of the ADHD+MD and ADHD+DD groups, the number of correct response was higher as the dose level increased [ADHD+MD group: low compared to placebo \(F(1, 15)=14.59, p<0.01\); medium compared to placebo \(F(1, 15)=37.63, p<0.0001\); High compared to placebo \(F(1, 15)=26.8, p<0.001\); ADHD+DD group: low compared to placebo not significant: medium compared to placebo \(F(1, 15)=17.49, p<0.001\); high compared to placebo \(F(1, 15)=39.90, p<0.0001\]. Medication had no effect on performance on simple subtraction items. Separate analyses were also conducted for each item separately. Dose of MPH significantly interact with Group only in the borrowing items \(F(6, 45)=5.74, p=0.001\) but not in the simple subtraction items. However, due to the theoretical importance we further analyzed these two interactions (i.e., Group X Dose in each item). Borrowing items: Compare to the ADHD group, the ADHD+MD group had lower correct results only in the placebo \(F(1, 15)=26.58, p<0.001\) and the ADHD+DD had lower results compare to the ADHD in all but the high dose [placebo: \(F(1, 15)=36.57, p<0.0001\); low: \(F(1, 15)=29.59, p<0.0001\); medium: \(F(1, 15)=25.29, p<0.0001\)]. Simple subtraction items: No significant difference was found between the ADHD and the ADHD+MD groups in the simple subtraction items. However, the ADHD+DD had lower number of correct responses compare to the ADHD group in all the 4 doses [placebo: \(F(1, 15)=87.04, p<0.0001\); low: \(F(1, 15)=45.89, p<0.0001\); medium: \(F(1, 15)=197.63, p<0.0001\); high: \(F(1, 15)=64.60, p<0.0001\)].

![Fig. (2). Subtraction: Squared interaction between Group X Type of item X MPH levels.](image-url)
Group Differences in Unmedicated (Placebo) State

As shown in Table 2, group comparisons on performance in an unmedicated (placebo) state revealed significant main effect for Group \(F(2, 15)=38.23, p<0.0001\) and post-hoc analysis revealed that, overall, the ADHD+DD performed worse than the ADHD+MD group \(F(1, 15)=18.16, p<0.001\). Also the two-way interaction between Group and Type of items was significant \(F(2, 15)=13.9, p<0.001\) - for description of significance levels of this interaction see Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>ADHD</th>
<th>ADHD+MD</th>
<th>ADHD+DD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic arithmetic facts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple subtraction</td>
<td>1.00a</td>
<td>0.97b</td>
<td>0.74c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic Procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrowing (subtraction)</td>
<td>1.00a</td>
<td>0.74c</td>
<td>0.69c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Groups with different superscripts differ significantly \((p<.001)\).

DISCUSSION

This study yielded three novel findings, each of which were consistent with the hypothesised differential effects of stimulant medication on arithmetic computation and arithmetic subtypes in ADHD. First, our findings revealed that MPH enhanced performance on arithmetic procedures (i.e., borrowing) but had no effect on basic arithmetic facts. Second, MPH had differential efficacy for arithmetic performance in children with ADHD+MD versus ADHD+DD. Third, differences in the pattern of arithmetic performance in a non-medicated state were observed between the three subgroups of children with ADHD.

MPH was found to have differential efficacy for arithmetic procedures (‘borrowing’) versus basic operations (simple subtraction involving number facts of 10). This pattern of effects suggests that previously reported beneficial effects of stimulants on arithmetic performance (e.g., 22) may be indirect and mediated by its influence on neural networks serving general cognitive executive functions, such as working memory. The observed pattern of selective effects of MPH on component arithmetic abilities is consistent with its selective effects on some but not all aspects of cognitive performance [26,52].

The present findings also indicated that MPH has differential efficacy for children with ADHD+DD versus those with ADHD+MD. Specifically, MPH ameliorated all measured aspects of arithmetic calculation in children with ADHD+MD. By contrast, although MPH improved arithmetic procedures in children with ADHD+DD, it had no effects on their impaired performance on problems involving simple subtraction. One plausible explanation for the differential drug effect on this component skill in the two ADHD subgroups is that in the case of borrowing the children may still be using strategies that implicate working memory (43), but to do simple subtraction they use their implicit knowledge of quantity to simple subtractions (e.g., 18). Quantity processing would be intact in the ADHD+MD group but not in the ADHD+DD group. Thus, beneficial effects of MPH on working memory would improve performance in both groups but would not improve simple subtraction in the ADHD+DD group whose poor performance arises primarily from impairments in basic numeracy skills. The current results are supportive of the notion that DD population has deficits in basic numerical ability [14,35]. That is, the ADHD+DD group could not efficiently use quantity information and do simple subtraction due to deficits in core knowledge of quantities.

Conclusions based on the present findings are limited by several factors. First, we could only test small sample of participants and only a limited number of relevant arithmetic problems were available for analysis. However, it should be noted that despite this limitation, significant differences of large effect-size were found (values of partial \(\eta^2\) ranged from 0.819 to 0.963). Second, because it was a child sample we do not know if the same results would hold for adolescents or adults. Third, the findings were based on an acute challenge with stimulant and may not reflect the outcome from a maintenance regimen of stimulant treatment. On the other hand, the Multimodal Treatment Study for Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder [24] showed that 14 months of carefully monitored treatment with stimulant medication had no effects on arithmetic achievement scores. Nonetheless, replication with larger clinical samples, more extensive arithmetic protocols, and longer-term treatment with stimulant medication, is required. This could direct a future development of a detailed cognitive description of DD, tests for the diagnosis of DD and remediation methods, which target children’s core deficits.

To our knowledge, this is the first study (albeit small-scale) to demonstrate differential effects of MPH on arithmetic performance in children with ADHD plus general math problems versus those with co-morbid DD. Despite their limitations, these findings suggest that it is important from a clinical perspective to distinguish between ADHD+DD and ADHD+MD. Arithmetic difficulties in these two subgroups are attributable to different underlying cognitive problems that probably implicate dysfunction of different neural networks. The use of the severity of performance on standardized tests of arithmetic computation may be useful tools for screening for DD. Also, these findings suggest that although stimulant treatment might ameliorate poor arithmetic performance as well as behavioral symptoms in the ADHD+MD children, those with ADHD+DD will need additional, intensive academic intervention. Notably, recent computerized training programs have been developed specifically for children with DD, and initial results are promising [53,54].
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